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On January 31, 2020, the United Kingdom (“UK”) left the European Union (“EU”).
However, up to and including December 31, 2020, a transition period applies.
During this transition period the UK is deemed to be a part of the EU-Customs
Union and Internal market. The UK government already announced to leave the
EU as from the last-mentioned date – with or without a deal.

After the transition period has ended, the UK will no longer be considered part of
the EU, leaving international businesses trading in or with the UK with a major
impact on several areas of their day-to-day activities (e.g. Tax, IT, supply chain).
Brexit will not only trigger short-term implications but will force multinationals to
underpin a transformation in the longer term. In order to enable your business to
have a smooth Brexit-transition, it is time to act!

In order to avoid business disruptions, it is a prerequisite to map the impact of
Brexit on your ERP-system, identify the actions which need to be taken and
develop a solid ERP-action plan. The transition period is a perfect opportunity to
prepare for what ever Brexit brings.

As the transition period ends on December 31, 2020, there is however only a
limited timeframe for:

• Mapping / analysis

• Design

• Building

• Testing

• Go live and after-Go live support

Time to act!

Brexit-impact – Towards and Beyond the Transition Period

Map 
impact 

of Brexit 

Impact on 
company setup 
and customer-/ 
vendor master 

data? Changes in 
supply chain 

(e.g. incoterms, 
contracts, 

PO/SO, flows of 
goods)?

EU-postings: 
up until what 
time are they 

required?

Fit-/gap-analysis 
in relation to 

Brexit: what do 
we already have 

and what else 
do we need? Timing and 

testing and   
after-Go Live 

support

Impact on tax 
compliance,              
-reporting            

and access to 
governmental 

IT-systems? 

Impact on tax 
validation, 

documentation 
and invoicing?

Impact on tax 
determination/ -

processing?

On the next page we included a selection of potential changes
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Time to act!

Brexit-impact – a selection of the potential changes

Enterprise model 
set up

Impact of Brexit on your Enterprise set-
up

• Altering UK entities, branches, etc. to non-EU
• Different vendors / customers due to supply 

chain changes

Oracle Regime to 
Rate tax 
determination logic

Transactions from and to the UK will no 
longer qualify as intracommunity 
transactions but rather as import and 
export. Other transactions may also be 
affected

• Import / Export regime will become 
applicable

• Special attention to Northern Ireland
• No intracommunity supplies and acquisitions
• No distance sales regime
• Take coming e-commerce rules into account

Invoice 
requirements

Invoice templates and requirements 
need to be adjusted

• Invoice references need to be altered, for 
example for the VAT reverse charge 
mechanism

Fiscal 
representatives

UK entities may need local fiscal 
representatives in certain EU countries 
to comply with local legislation and vice 
versa

• Fiscal representatives may need to be 
created / set up in the Enterprise model

Tax reporting 
obligations

Impact of Brexit on tax reporting
• Different VAT return reporting
• No ESL
• No Intrastat 

Tax codes
Tax codes for transactions to and from 
the UK may need to be adjusted to tax 
codes applicable to non-EU entities 

• Dependent on your configuration tax codes 
may need to be altered. For example: new 
non-EU tax codes, tax codes for art. 23 VAT 
deferment license (in the Netherlands), VAT 
only invoices, etc.

Monitoring
Impact on tax monitoring and 
reconciliation (reports)

• Monitor foreign “local” VAT incurred for VAT 
refunds

• Changes in reconciliation (reports) proc

Goods moving 
from/to

VAT Treatment 
(EU perspective)

GB to EU
Importation in the concerned 
MS

EU to GB
Exportation in the concerned 
MS

GB to NI Importation in NI

NI to GB Exportation in NI

NI to EU Intra-EU transaction

EU to NI Intra-EU transaction

Non-EU to NI Importation in NI

NI to non-EU Exportation in NI

EU: the EU Member States

GB: Great Britain (i.e. the United Kingdom with 
the exception of Northern Ireland) 

MS: Member State

NI: Northern Ireland

Non-EU: any non-EU country which is not the 
United Kingdom

Overview potential scenarios (goods)
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How can Deloitte help?

Deloitte’s Tax Management Consulting, VAT and Global Trade Advisory-
professionals have good knowledge and broad experience across different
industries. Together with our international network and multidisciplinary approach,
we provide end-to-end advise and solutions in order to guide you towards and
beyond the transition period as “Brexit-partner”, such as:

• Analyse the impact of Brexit on your ERP-setup and provide an action 
plan in preparation to Brexit

• Provide a second opinion or feasibility check on your current Brexit action 
plan

• Provide guidance on execution of the required actions in setting up your 
ERP-system or conduct workshops in relation to the impact of Brexit

• Assist with an analysis of the VAT-, Customs- and supply chain-
implications, advise on optimization of the supply chain, cashflow and/or 
ERP-structure and assist with the appointment of a fiscal representative 
and customs agents in order to provide in an end-to-end solution

• Provide support and advise on after-Go live issues 

Time to act!

Brexit-impact – Towards and Beyond the Transition Period
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